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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1974 a revolutionary new income maintenance program was imple­
mented in the United States. It was revolutionary in style because it 
provided a federalized income floor for the elderly, blind and disabled, 
previously provided for under various federal, state, and local welfare 
programs. The program was called Supplemental Security Income, or SSI. 
The Social Security Administration, a long-standing institution 
in the financial community because of old age, survivors and disabi l ity 
insurance (OASDI) benefits, was chosen to administer 551. SS! repre­
sented a new innovation for the Social Security Administration who had 
never before had to provide non-work-related benefits to indigents. In 
order to incorporate the SS! program, the Social Security Admini stration 
had to change its organizational goals and functions. 
Organizational change is an increasingly important phenomenon to 
be researched today. This study examines the initiation of a new pro­
gram, SSI, in the context of intraorganizational change. * The basic 
hypothesis is that the implementation of a new program function within 
an existing organization causes the organization to undergo a process 
of change to incorporate the new program. 
Due to the nature of the extent of change involved when the 
*The concept of "intraorganizational change" as used here is de­
fined as change within the focal, or particular, organization being 
studied. 
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Soci al Security Administration undertook the Supplemental Secur i ty 
Income Program, it was hypothesized there would be a subsequent change 
in the interorganizational relationships of the Social Security Admin­
istration and the local community. This assumption was made because 
the new goal of the Social Security Administration relative to SSt was 
to provide information and referral services to an indigent population 
previously not serviced by Social Security. 
This study attempts to examine the changes going on within the 
Social Security Administration because of the adoption of the S5 I pro­
gram and relate them to these four issues : 
1. 	 The extent and nature of the SSI program and the program 
change, specifically with regard to the elderly popul at ion. 
2. 	 The subsequent changes in interorganizational relationsh i ps 
and contacts called for during the implementation of SSI . 
3. 	 The development and success of inforwation and referral ser­
vices as part of the Social Security Administration' s fu nc­
tioning. 
4. 	 The role of the Social Security Administration withi n t he 
local community. 
These issues will be examined within the context of the intra­
organizational change process and will be reviewed again at the concl u­
sion of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
This study was undertaken as a part of longitudinal research 
conducted at the Institute on Aging at Portland State University whi ch 
investigated the impact of SSI on a low-income, elderly population. 
There were three data sources used here: 
1. a literature review; 
2. the SSI impact study mentioned above; and 
3. a community survey. 
The literature reviewed covered these areas: the nature of the 
structure of the Social Security Administration; current pol ic i es and 
procedures of the Social Security Administration; the development and 
guidelines of the Supplemental Security Income Program; and organi za­
tional literature providing a framework for understanding organi zati on­
al relations within and outside of an organization , in order to under­
stand how an organization undergoes a process of change in program func­
tioning. 
The SST Impact Study consisted of an intensive interview con­
ducted in 1975 with 400 differentially impaired , urban elderly in the 
Portland, Oregon, area. Only a fraction of this data is used he re, 
specifically questions with regard to the information and referral 
practices of the Social Security Administration. The questions are 
pertinent to the functioning of the Social Security Administration's 
overa ll program with regard to SSI. 
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The sample was drawn from previous data used by the Institute on 
Aging. Basically the sample ranged in age from 65 to 98, with a mean 
age of 77. Seventy-five percent lived alone, and almost 60 percent 
had incomes below the national poverty line. (Department of Labor, 
1975) Many of these people were eligible for 55! , and 82 were i n fact 
receiving SSI. Two hundred seventy-five were receiving Social Securi ty 
and/or SSI and, therefore, were presumed to have had some con tact wi th 
the Social Security Administration. 
The third data source was a group of interviews with agency per­
sonnel . During April and May of 1975, 27 persons from 16 different 
agencies in the Portland metropolitan area were interviewed . The agen­
cies represented a wide spectrum of new and old, large and smal l agen­
cies, providing services ranging from residential care to medical, 
legal, recreational, financial, nutritional, and various soci al ser­
vices for the Portland metropolitan area, and specifically the urban 
elderly. Respondents were chosen from administrative as well as direct 
service positions . In total, 15 administrators and 12 service persons 
were interviewed. 
The interview format consisted of a series of questions des igned 
to elicit infonnation about the agency , the respondent's pos i t ion wi t h­
in the agency, the respondent's knowledge about and personal experience 
with the Supplemental Security Income program, his percept i on of actual 
and ideal roles of the Social Security Administration within the ser­
vice delivery system, and the nature and extent of any contact the 
agency has with the Social Security Administration. (See the Appendix 
for a copy of the interview format.) 
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Thus, this research looks at three areas: literature rel evant 
to provide a framework for the study; data from elderly i ndi vi dual s , 
many of whom were beneficiaries of payments from the Social Security 
Administration; and a community survey to assess how well integ rat ed 
the SSI program was as measured by the knowledge agency personnel 
possessed about SSI and how well defined the Social Security Admi nis ­
trati on1s role was in the local community. 
CHAPTER III 
This chapter describes the development of the Social Securi ty 
insurance system and the subsequent creation of the Supplemental Secur­
ity Income (55!) program. The historical review is designed to provi de 
a background of the work-related insurance concept of Soci al Security 
benefits. The detailed discussion of SSI shows how 551, i n contrast, 
is based on an income cri teria, likening it to previous wel fa re pro­
grams . 
The Social Security System 
Social Security, established in the 1935 "New Deal " package devel­
oped by President Franklin D. Roosevelt , was the fi rst fede ral l evel 
action in the area of income maintenance. Soci al Security (or Old Age 
Survivors and Disability Insurance) was a straight forward i nsu rance 
plan for providing workers with income ;n thei r ol d age, and t o care 
for their widows and dependent children should they die. 
Financed by a tax on wages and payrolls, the money is placed in a 
trust fund, which is used to cover current obligations . The concept of 
"work-related ll insurance has always been connected with bas ic OASDI pay­
ments , and people think of their Social Security benefits as "earned . " 
The authors of the legislation foresaw the day when almost al l 
workers and their dependents would be eligible for such benefits. In 
the interim, there would be a number of old , disabl ed , or widowed per­
sons, some of whom would be caring for chil dren, that would no t be 
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eligible for re t i rement benefi t s. Thus , interval programs we re incl ud­
ed in the program (Old Age Assistance ; Aid to the Blind; Aid to Depen­
dent Children; and finally, Aid t o the Permanentl y and Tota lly Disabled, 
which was added in 1950). 
In the original construction of t he 1935 Soc ia l Security Act, a 
political movement for federal old-age pensions arose , and Roosevelt 
moved to head off a pension plan by creati ng Social Securi ty. liThe Ol d­
Age Assistance provis i ons of the act provided in effect a pension for 
the aged destitute of the time, but t he long-range pri nciple was to be 
one of soc i ali ns urance rathe r than of re 1 i ef. II (Moyni han, 1973: 43) 
The presumption of these categorica l programs was that they would 
gradually decl i ne and perha ps even disappear . Thi s certainly seemed to 
be happen i ng up to the mi d- 1960IS. However, in the 160 IS th; s "wi ther­
ing away" assumption fell t hrough (particularly in t he area of AFDC) 
and we saw increasing ri ses in the welfare roles . These ri ses came at 
such a tremendous rate, pol iti cians and the public ali ke began to see 
what had come to be known as "we l fare dependency" as a crisis. "In 
the twelve months endi ng June 30, 1970, the number of Americans receiv­
ing public assistance rose to a record of 12.2 mi l lion t an increase of 
20 percent , in a single year. The cost rose to $12 .8 bi l li on. In 
over one-quarter of the states the rol ls went up by one- t hi rd or more, 
Texas as well as Michigan , Maine along with Wash ington and Oregon; no 
part of the nation was unaffected." ( Ib id . 34 ) 
While all this furor was happeni ng, it ;s important to note that 
these tremendous increases came pr imarily from the Aid to Families with 
Dependent Chi 1 dren category. In fa ct, f rom 1955 to 1970 , the number of 
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persons receiving Old-Age As s is tance decl ined i n round figures from 
2,540 ,000 to 2,100,000 . The number receiving Aid t o t he Bl ind dropped 
from 100,000 to 81,000. (Moynihan, 1973) 
Supplemental Security Income 
As the '60's came t o a cl ose, the welfare cris is was of foremost 
concern i n America . Richard Nixon's Fami ly Ass i stance Plan was de­
scri bed as a rad i cal approach to an income strategy. The pl an was 
eventua l ly defea ted largely due t o opposi ti on revolving around the con­
trove rs ia l AFIC program and provi di ng we lfare money to "non-workers" as · 
a dis incentive to the work et hic. 
On ly one el ement of t he Family Ass i stance Plan was finally adopt­
ed; th is program was entit l ed Supplemental Secur ity Income, or SSI, and 
came in t he 1972 amendments t o the Social Security Act. SSI reiterated 
t he origi nal intent of t he Social Security Act, to pick up those aged, 
bl i nd and disabled pe rsons who we re destitute, and extend to them 
"socia1 i nsurance" , as it were , not "rel ief". 
Public Law 92-603 es t ab l ished the SSI program and did away with 
the st ate welfa re prog rams for aged , bl ind and di sab led people. The 
maj or objective of SSI was to provi de, t hrough a federally administered 
program, positive as su rance that the nati on 1s aged, blind and disabled 
would be provided with a min imum i ncome and to establish basic eligi­
bility requirements and paymen t standards that are unifo rm nationally, 
unlike those under 1152 previously exi st ing state, county , and local 
welfare programs of Old Aid Assistance (OAA), Aid to the Blind (AB), 
and Aid to the Permanently and Total ly Di sabled (APTD). 
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Average Payments Under Previ ous State Ass istance P r09 ram~ 
"Under t he public as sistance programs exi s ting be fore SS I began 
operations, the Federal Government provided grants-in-aid on a mat ching 
basis to each state administering its own program wi t hi n the framework 
of conditions set down by the Social Securi ty Act and Federal regu la­
tions. The states had wide latitude in determining who was el igible 
and the amount of assistance that eligible persons could recei ve . Each 
state defined its own minimum standard of l i ving (known as a 'needs 
standard') aga inst which an i ndi vi dual ' s income and resources were mea­
sured to determine whether financial need exis t ed. Any indivi dual with 
income below the State needs standard - and who met other specified 
requirements - was eligible for some ass istance". (Rigby, 1974:21) 
However, the State was not required t o pay the full amount of the 
needs standard to a recipient wi th no income nor the di fference between 
the standard and countable i ncome. Al though theoretically a minimum 
standard was set , it was subject to leg i slative 1imi ta t ions on expendi­
tures. Wide variations existed among states (and sometimes with i n 
states) in areas such as administration , el igibility requirements, 
assistance payment levels, and state and local government budgets for 
welfare. Nationwide averages in December of 1973 we re about $83 for 
those with OAA payments (although payments ranged f rom $56 t o $1 21 
monthly between states), $104 for i nd i vi dual s recei ving AB, and $112 for 
those on APTD. Nationally, the assistance payment to aged couples aver­
aged about 40 percent higher than that to individuals ($116 compared 
with $83). (Ibid.) 
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Payments Under SSI 
Supplemental Securi ty Income reflected a flat grant approach to 
meet the mi ni mu m needs of those eligi ble unde r the program. * Funded 
from t he general tax revenue, and not Soci al Security trust funds, the 
SSI benefi t was not i nt ended to provi de enough cas h to meet all needs . 
For examp le, i t was no t intended t o help meet medical care needs, but 
in some cases an i ndi vidual's el i gibility for other benefits, such as 
Medicai d, may depend on hi s or he r being eligible for SSI. "Therefore, 
the va lue t o the individual of eligibility for a partial 551 benefit of 
a few dollars may be far grea ter than the dollar value of the SSI bene­
fi t ll. (Center on Soci al Wel fare Policy and Law, 1975:ii) 
"As ori ginal ly established, the monthly payment standard under 
the Federal SSI program was $130 for an individua l living in his own 
househol d with no other i ncome and $195 for a couple with both husband 
and wife eli gible. Effective for January 1974 - the first month of SSI 
operat ions - these amounts were increased, however, to $140 and $210, 
respect i ve ly" • (Kennedy , et a 1, 1975: 22) 
*Eligibili ty 
In order to be el igible for benefits an individual (or couple) 
must be: 
1. 	 aged 65 or over; blind or disabled under the Social Security 
Admini stration's cr i teria; 
2. 	 be i n need of money for the basic necessities of food, cloth­
ing and shel te r; 
3. 	 have a li mited amount of resources; and 
4. 	 be a U. s. citi zen or be lawfully admitted for permanent 
resi dence . 
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Cong ress dec ided tha t as of July 1975 an aged, blind, or disabled 
person needs $157 .70 a month t o meet basic living needs, and thus in­
creased the federa l cash benef it accordingly. The benefit for an aged 
coupl e is now $236.60 a month. An indiv idual or couple who have income 
slightly above these amounts may stil l quali fy for a partial payment 
because some i ncome i s di s rega rded or not counted in determining eligi­
bili ty for benefits. 
"At the $130/$195 level , 55 pe rcent of the aged individuals, 61 
percent of the blind , and 51 percent of the disabled individuals were 
awarded monthly Federal SS I payments that were higher than their ear­
lier State as sistance payments. The corresponding proportions for cou­
ples we re smal l er : about 40 percent among the aged and blind, and 46 
percent among t he di sabled". (Ib id. 23) 
Prior t o S5!, welfare reci pients in 26 states we re receiving less 
t han the newly establi shed 5S ! minimum. In 10 states, 80 percent or 
more of t he aged indivi dual s received higher Federal S5! payments than 
their former State as si stance payments. For coupl es , fewer states had 
proportions with i ncreased payments as a result of conversion tnat were 
at the higher ranges than was the case for aged individuals. 
Of particular interest are t hose persons found eligible for 
Federal SS! payments whos e previ ous State assistance payments were high­
er than the maximum Federal payment standards under the new program. 
For several states the proportion wi th assistance payments above the 
Federa l 55! maximum payment s t andard we re substantially greater than 
the national percentage. 
In Oregon, whi le 20 - 30 percent of aged individuals (and 30 - 40 
12 
percent of aged couples) receiving State payments before January 1973 
realized an increase in paymen ts under the Federal SSI program , 23.2 
percent of aged individua l s eligible for Federal SSI were receiving 
more than $140 in December 1973 from the State assistance program, and 
52 percent of disab led i ndividuals received $140 or more. 
State Supplementation 
From t he beginning i t could be seen that there would be addition­
al financial needs for some clients, over and above the Federal SSI 
standa rd, parti cu la rl y in those states where previous welfare payment 
levels were higher th an the newly est ab lished SSI payments. The neces­
sity for maintain ing these previous payment levels is the job of each 
state in a supplementation program. 
liTo assure t hat i nd ividuals coming from state assistance rolls to 
the Federal program woul d not undergo a reduction in their former in­
come , Public Law 93-66 (enacted July 1973) estab lished provisions for 
mandatory state suppl emen t at ion. These amendments required states to 
maintain the income of persons receiving OAA, AB, and APTD at the 
December 1973 level under t he te rms and conditi ons of the state plan 
in effect in June 1973" . (Ibid. 21) 
Mandatory supp lemen tation (or "grandfathering") can be adminis­
tered by the state or l ocal Welfare department, or the state can con­
tract to have Soc ial Securi ty admini st er the supplement. The states 
can also provide optional supplementary payments above the Federal and 
previous state standards to the extent they choose. Federal law does 
not require states to provide th is assistance. "There are no federal 
rules for optional supplementation unless the state contracts for 
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federal adminis t ra tion of its supplementation program.1I (Center on 
Social Welfare Policy and Law, 1975:160) 
"There are 32 states in which the Federal Government administers 
at least part of the s t ate supplemen tati on. In 17 of these states, the 
Federal Government administers both a mandatory and an optional supple­
ment. In 11 states , the Federal Government administers on ly a manda­
tory supplement and there is no optional supplement paid. In 4 states, 
the Federal Governmen t adminis t ers the mandatory supplement and the 
state admi nis ters the optional supplement. 
IIThere are 18 states in which the State administers its own sup­
pl ement. Of these 18, 16 include administration of both a mandatory 
and an optiona l supplement , and 2 include administration of only a man­
datory supplement." (Bu reau of Supplemental Security Income, 1974:13) 
Texas, due t o conflicts wi t h the State constitution, does not have a 
mandatory or optional supplement program. 
"Du ring the peri od January - June 1974, all of the states that 
provi ded only manda tory suppl ementation showed declines in the number 
of persons recei ving supplementary payments. l.' (Rigby, 1974:23) The 
gradual closure of State supplementation cases is due to rises in the 
basic SSI payment levels. I nc reases in OASDI benefits also red uces 
the number of persons eligibl e for the mandatory supplementation. 
On the other hand, those states with high payments and broad COy­
era ge under t heir optional supplementation programs have shown cons id­
erabl e increas es in t he i r caseloads in the period January - June 1974. 
All s t ates have t ended to recognize food, shelter, clothing, fuel, 
and ut i liti es as basic II needs. l ! Some states have added such items as 
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transportati on, telephone, household supplies, and medicine chest sup­
pli es , as "special needs." Some states have chosen a supplement to new 
reci pi ents , t ha t is, people who first became entitled to ass istance to 
the aged, blind and dis abled afte r December 1973 and otherw ise would 
not be necessa rily eligi ble for Federal SSI. The dollar amounts of 
opti onal supplementati on the s t ates elected to pay demonstrate their 
recognition of the need for increased income among those newly applying 
unde r t he 55! program. 
"Whether or not an individua l receives a mandatory supplement, 
and t he amount of the supplement depends on a comparison of his/her 
current monthly i ncome inc luding SSI with his/her income in December 
1973 incl udi ng state assistance. The individual receives either the 
difference between current income and his/her December income, or if 
there is an opt iona l supplementa tion program and those benefits would 
be hi gher, t he opti onal supplementation amount." (Center on Social 
Welfa re Policy and Law, 1975: 159) In some states the suppl ement has t o 
be added to pre-Ju ly 1974 S5 I benefit levels i nstead of the $146 or 
othe r post-July levels. 
Oregon 
In Oregon, fo r examp le, where the State has chosen to administer 
bot h the mandatory and opti onal supplementation programs, the standard 
payment amount of $157 .70 for an aged or disabled individual is added 
to $20 of unea rned income (whi ch is disregarded), and then the State 
supp l emen t is $5, bri ng ing the total possible income to $182.70 (plus 
cer tifi cat ion for food stamps and medical care). Previously, Oregon 
law requ ired t hat, when Federal SS! recipients received a cost-of-liv­
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ing increase, s tate supplementa l payments (OS1P) were reduced by an 
eq ual amount. Thus, payment levels did not go up for recipients, and 
theoreticall y the state was getting out of the supplementation business 
as the payments level s rose. Senate Bill 761 passed by the 1975 Oregon 
Legi slative session provides th at one-half of those cost-of-living in­
creases be pas sed along t o recipients of the state supplement. 
All 551 recipi ents are eligible for Medicaid, and the state re­
quires recipients to make application at the State Public Welfare 
Di visi on offices. IINew 551 recipients eligible for optional supplemen­
t ati on can apply for both Medica id and supplementation in one document. 1I 
(The Na t ional Sen ior Ci tizens Law Center, 1974:151) The Social Security 
Admi nistrat i on has ag reed to determine Medicaid eligibility as well as 
determinati on of medi cal disability. The State will continue to deter­
mi ne eli gi bil i ty for AFDC, GA, Food Stamps and Medicaid for nursing 
home cases where the individua l has income over $45 per month. The 
St ate al so provides social services for 551 recipients and offers voca­
t ional rehabi litation se rvi ces . 
"Effecti ve Janua ry 1, 1974, there were approximately 16,000 aged, 
blind, and di sabled converted from State Welfare rolls to 551. As of 
July 1974 the re are more than 22,000 Oregon residents receiving 551 pay­
ments ." (Bu reau of Supplement al Security Income, 1974:13) This in­
crease i n case load shows Oregon has been res ponsive to the needs of 
potenti al recipi ents in t heir optional supplementation program. Al­
though paymen t levels may not be as high as some would wish, Oregon's 
standards are among the highest in the nation. 
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Advantages to Federal Administration 
As was me ntioned above, in Oregon in order for an SS! recipient 
to apply for the State supplement he must go to the Welfare Office. If 
an orig ina l intent of the SSI program was to get away from the Welfare 
stigma tization seen in categorical assistance programs, Oregon's link 
to the We l fare Division of their Supplemental Security Income program 
has only accomplished further stigmatization of recipients. 
Had Oregon chosen to have their program federally administered, 
t he applicants would only have to go to one office for determination of 
both the Federal payment and the State payment for the supplement. 
El ig ibility determi nati on for Medicaid and medical disability could be 
done at the same t ime, saving duplication of efforts and records. The 
Socia l Security Administration already has access to systems for veri­
fi cati on of information for eligibility, and their centralized computer 
capabili ty would increase responses to inquiries about payments and 
elig ibili ty both wi thin the state and between other states. 
The cost of administration would be totally assumed by the Social 
Security Administration for administration of the supplement and 50 per­
cent of t he costs for det ermining Medicaid eligibility. During the 
1975 Oregon Legisl at ive Session this question of federal administration 
was introduced. However, the State We lfare Division was in opposition 
t o the measure as they said their caseloads would remain the same while 
staff woul d be reduced and that it would be unwise to adopt federal ad­
mini st ra ti on unde r t he circumstances. The measure was defeated. 
Oregon should yet look into separating the Public Welfare Divis i on 
from t he Bureau of Supplemental Security as the present system tends to 
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deter potent i a 1 reci pi ents from app lyi ng for benefi ts due to the severe 
stigmatization experienced when associated with the Welfare Division. 
Thus, SSI was created to take over previous welfare programs. In 
doing so, massive changes were called for in federal and local bureau­
cracies designated to handle the program. The Social Security Adminis­
t ration was asked to reach a new population of people with a new income 
s tra tegy, and thus has had to undergo many i nterna 1 changes to accorrmo­
date such a monumental t as k. 
State systems have also had to readjust their assistance programs 
to comp ly wi th un i form Federal gu i de 1 i' nes. In Oregon, where previ ous 
Wel fare payments were relatively high, SSI must now be supplemented to 
maintain income levels. This locally administered supplementation has 
questionable value in reaching those persons previously unwilling to go 
to a Welfare off i ce to apply for financial assistance. 
I wi l l now turn to look at the literature regarding organization­
al change to set the stage for analyzing the intraorganizational changes 
t he Social Securi ty Administration was forced to make as a result of the 
55I program . 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE PROCESS 
Much attention has been given recently in the field of organiza­
tional literature to the phenomenon of change in the structures and 
functions of an organization. 
Traditionally, organizational change has been seen as movement 
from one state of organizational affairs to another. (Jones, 1969) 
Thi s static definition is similar to Levine1s three-stage concept of 
change: (1) unfreezing of current behavior, (2) the initiating of new 
behavior, and (3) the freezing of that new behavior. Hage and Aiken 
(1970) examined the sequence of events (or change stages) occurring in 
any alteration of an organization. These stages (eya1uation, initia­
tion, implemen tation, and routinization) describe what we might expect 
to occur as the organization readjusts its goals and proceeds to imple­
men t a new plan. Organizational change in reality is not a static 
event , but dynami c; different levels of a single organization are like­
ly to be at different stages at any given time, but the static defini­
tion provides a useful fr amework for measuring change. 
Leavitt (1965) proposes a continual process of change involving 
adj us tmen t s in four major areas: task, structure, technology (includ­
i ng programs as well as machines), and people. Change in anyone of 
t hes e variables usually results in compensatory changes in the others. 
The i mportance of this background is in realizing that organiza­
t ional change can be vilewed in any number of ways. It can be examined 
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by looking at different levels of change in the structure or function­
ing of any organization, or by analyzing various phenomenon that may 
occur within or outside of the organization as a result of that change. 
One way to look at organizational change is to look at the organ­
ization and its task environment (or the environment in which the or­
ganization performs its functions). Form and Miller propose that lIan 
organization may be regarded as an agent of exchange with its environ­
mente The exchange may be of minimal character. However, governmen­
tal, economic, educational and religious organizations tend to make 
ma jor impacts upon the social system of which they are a part.1I 
(Stogdill, 1967:44) Some authors hypothesize that change in the focal 
organization* may cause changes in the interorganizational relations of 
t hat organization (meaning, relationships the organization may have 
wi th other organizations). 
As Baker (1969) points out, "open-systems theory was developed in 
order to relate the whole ••• organization to elements in its environ~ 
ment." (Baker, 1969:404) White (1974) has shown that the formation of 
l i nkages with other community agencies may be at least partly explained 
by the structures and practices inside the focal organization itself. 
liThe importance of the environment and of interorganizational relation­
sh ips in t he conceptualization of the functioning of an enterprise has 
become the subject of increasing attention by organization researchers 
and t heorists (e.g., Etzioni, 1960; Levine and White, 1961; Emery and 
Trist, 1965)." (Ibid.) 
*(Here the focal organization is defined as the particular organ­
ization that is t he point of reference; Stogdill, 1963). 
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Thus, the re is a rising concern among current researchers to link 
what goes on in the focal organization to the interorganizationa1 field. 
In fact, Hage and Aiken's model of change results in a final end state 
of change referred to as "routinization." One way to measure this so-
called rout in ization ;s to look at the degree to which the new program 
has become integrated within the focal organization itself and how wel1­
defined the program and organization's domain* is. 
In order to study the nature of the change process involved in 
the impl ementation of SSI by the Social Security Administration and how 
this in tu rn relates to interorganizational issues, the Hage and Aiken 
fou r-stage model of change was chosen as a framework. 
This model is based on looking at an alteration in the goals of 
an organ ization and how such an alteration sets off a cycle of change 
i n the organization itself necessary to accommodate the new goals. It 
al so provides a time line structure of tasks to be accomplished in the 
change process that helps to identify how an organization is adjusting 
to a change in goals. As Baker (1969) suggests, in addition to deyel­
oping indicators of certain outcome characteristics at the end of a 
ch ange in goals, "it i s particularly important to study the processes 
by wh ich the organization searches for, adapts to, and resolves its 
changing goa1s." (Baker, 1969:403) 
Each stage presents organizational decision makers with critical 
organizational problems to be solved. Although there may be no clearly 
*Levine, White and Paul (1969:17) suggest an organizationts do­
main "consists of the specific goals it wishes to pursue and the func­
tions it seeks to undertake in order to achieve these goals." Warren's 
definition of organizational domain includes the organization's "l ocus " 
in t he 1nterorganizationa1 field. 
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defined end to one stage and a marking of the beginning of the next 
stage, they are useful analytical categories to assist in understanding 
the process of change. The Hage and Aiken model provides a framework 
by which we can look at the changes occurring in the Social Security 
Administration (and any concommitant changes occurring in the environ­
ment) as a result of the Supplemental Security Income Program. 
I will now present the model of what Hage and Aiken predict should 
occur in each change stage. 
Evaluation Stage 
liThe beginning of the process of organizational change occurs 
when organization decision makers determine that either the organization 
is not accomplishing its present goals as effectively or efficiently as 
possible or when decision makers alter or amend the goals of the organ­
i za tion. 1I (Hage and Aiken, 1970:94) This is a period of study and 
assessment of needs o 
The decision to make a change may result from a study of various 
aspects of organizational performance: the volume of production, the 
effi ciency of production, or the morale of organizational members. 
Ma ny organizations make periodic evaluations to analyze whether the 
organization is meeting its objectives. 
During the evaluation stage, decision makers lIassess the state of 
health of an organization, consider alternative ways of correcting or­
ganizational problems, and then decide on one alternative that hopefully 
will accomplish the desired ends. 1I (Ibid. 95) In the choice of a sol­
ution the organization faces a dilemma. On the one hand, the organiza­
tion can make a modest change that does not deviate noticeably from the 
, 

-' 
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previous product or service of the organization. On the other hand, 
the organization can choose a solution that represents a radical depart­
ure from previous organizational activities. The disadvantage of the 
fo~mer is that the change may not solve the problem, while the disad­
vantage of the latter i s that the risk may be too great and threaten 
the existence of the organization. 
The greater the scope of the new program, the more acute the prob­
lems become. Then, too, the solution chosen may be perceived by the 
elite decision makers as meeting the needs of the customers or clien­
tele, when it may not in fact do so. 
In any event, the decision about the future course of the organi­
zation predisposes the organization to the second stage, the actual 
initiation of the new program. 
Initiation Stage 
When decision makers have decided to add a new activity -- whether 
it be a new product for a business firm or a new social service in a 
hea lth or welfare organization -- the decision reflects "l ong , arduous 
hours of deliberation" about the appropriateness of the particular sol­
ution for the organizational problem. 
The decision is likely to start a chain reaction, triggering other 
org an izational phenomena. Organizations are highly interdependent and 
change in one part is likely to have effects throughout the organiza­
tion, and other parts of the organization will have problems of adjust­
ment. 
One of the first problems the organization must face is to find 
prospective job applicants with the skills and training needed to fill 
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the slots created by the addition of a new program. Job applicants may 
be rec ruited either from outside the organization or from within the 
existing staff. The more radical the new program (as viewed from the 
organ ization's previous history), the more organizational decision mak­
ers will probably have to rely on external recruitment for personnel. 
However, this creates problems in itself. "Bringing in strangers to 
implement a new program increases the likelihood of resistance to inno­
vation by staff members already in the organization. 1I (Ibid. 97) 
It has been found that if decision makers recruit from within the 
organization "they are likely to select individuals who may be unaware 
of the full potentialities of the new program. 1I (Ibid.) Further, the 
IIlonger j ob applicants remain in an organization, the more they tend to 
develop a particular, and sometimes limited, point of view that can 
ser iously mitigate the extent of the proposed change ••. 11 (Ibid.) 
Armitage (1974) discusses internal promotion in a social welfare 
agency and explains a problem arising from this system: 
Contact with clients is limited to the lower-ranking 
personnel of the organization who are least able to 
produce change in policy. Furthermore, organization­
al policy in effect, if not by intent, tends to dis­
courage sensitivity to the client. Promotion, for 
example, 'means that the •.. worker takes a step away
from the client and a step deeper into the organi­
zation. The best candidate for such promotion will 
be t he worker who is interested in the organization 
rather than in the client. Hence the promotion 
structure discourages the worker from articulating 
client-centered interests. (Armitage, 1974:307) 
Another aspect of the initiation stage is the search for finan­
cial support for the new program. If the funding is sought from outside 
of the organization it may only be temporary and may result in some loss 
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of control, or autonomy if the financing means becoming involved in 
joi nt programs . Hage and Aiken discuss the loss of autonomy that some­
times occurs with federally sponsored programs that exercise control 
over the na ture and content of programs. 
On the othe r hand, if financing is done from within the organiza­
tion, part of another program may be curtailed because of scarcity of 
funds. 
Implementation Stage 
It is in this stage that disequilibrium of the organization is 
grea test. The previous two stages normally involve only the elite of 
the organization, those making decisions regarding organizational goals, 
staffing, and funding. However, during the implementation stage, the 
program becomes a reality. No matter how much the elite may plan, a 
plan is unlikely to consider all the potential sources of discontinuity 
between the new program and the existing organizational structure. 
The addition of a new program may create conflict among staff, 
especia lly when new positions are created. The occupants of the new po­
si tions will fight for power for the right to make rules, and for a 
share of the rewards of the organization. The new job occupants may 
want more authority in order to establish their new activity successful­
ly. They may demand more space or other resources in order to do their 
job. 
These requests present a dilemma for the organizational elite as 
acceding to these demands m~ help the implementation of the new program 
but may result in alterations in existing structures, which will cause 
other job occupants to resist the change. 
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"Another factor making the implementation stage difficult is that 
frequently the success of a new program requires the active cooperation 
of other members of the organization." (Hage and Aiken, 1970:101') If 
the lower participants in the organization (those concerned with the 
actual operation of i t ) do no t cooperate, the program can be largely a 
failure due to this passive or even active resistance. 
This stage often involves a struggle over power. If the organiza­
tion elects to share decision-making power with its task environment and 
use human relations techniques, the active cooperation of the community 
is much more likely. However, if the organization shares its power, it 
runs the risk that the program plan may be altered considerably as a 
result. The stage of implementation is thus a stage in which the organ­
ization must attempt to maximize change and minimize resistance to the 
change. 
Another problem associated with the implementation of a new pro­
gram is t hat the program may be a good idea on paper, but the planning 
may not have accounted for every contingency in the program and as a 
consequence, the program must be altered as it is being established. 
This situation creates a continual strain on the interpersonal and 
"interpositional" relationships connected with the new program. This 
s train may become manifested in some form of social conflict, seen be­
tween organization members and/or interagency relationships that are 
bas ed on the new program activity. 
Routinization Stage 
At some point the organizational elite must decide whether the pro­
gram is meeting the need for which it was designed. The new program must 
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be evaluated by some measure of success or failure. Thus, research is 
done to determine whether to retain the program in tact, retain it with 
furt he r modifications, or drop it entirely. Hage and Aiken predict that 
li t he mo re the criteria include measures of efficiency, the more likely 
t he new program mi ght be rejected. II (Ibi d. 105) 
If the elite deci de to keep the new program, a period of consoli­
dat ion is begun. "What was a new activity becomes i'ntegrated into the 
existing structure." (Ibid.) If the innovation is abandoned, the or­
ganization may revert to the pattern existing prior to the initiation 
s t age . If the program is continued, rules and regulations must be de­
veloped, wh ich may involve writing rules manuals as well as detail job 
descriptions for the new positions created. The development of job 
t rai ning programs is begun to help new job occupants to become familiar 
with their responsibiliti es and become involved in the daily operations 
of t he organization. liThe decision to standardize a program marks the 
beginning of the routinization stage." (Ibid.) 
Once the decision to keep the program is made there ensues a per­
iod of trial and error, as the new program cannot be completely planned 
i n advance. There will be alterations or modifications as the personnel 
associated with the new program attempt to make it work. Hage and Aiken 
hypothes ize that the longer this period of trial and error is allowed to 
cont inue, the greater the chances for the new program to achieve its ob­
j ect ives. However, this period engenders conflicts costly to the organ­
i za t i on, thus encouraging the elite to routinize the program into the 
exi sti ng structure as soon as possible. 
Closely related to establishing rules and procedures is the prob­
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lem of defining a proper role for the new program within the existing 
structureo The program must be articulated with other programs and 
the policies and procedures made congruent with other parts of the or­
gan i zationo 
Perhaps the best sign of the routinization of a new program is 
when the people originally involved in implementing the program are re­
placedo If the program remains in tact, we can say the program is 
stabilizedo 
Thus, each stage has specific characteristics or developmental 
tasks to be achieved that mark an organization's progress or "success" 
in unde rgoing a change in goalso 
I will now proceed to look at how the Social Security Adminis­
tration passed through each of these stages with the adoption of the 
Supplemental Security Income Programo 
CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION STAGE 
THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
As you will recall, in this initial stage, only the organization­
al eli te are involved and the decision to execute a program change is 
made. In t he case of SSI, the program was developed through legisla­
t i ve action and the Social Security Administration was mandated to al­
t er i ts goals and adopt the new program. 
SSI represented an alteration in the goals of the Social Security 
Administration for several reasons. First, the conceptual format of 
SSI is bas ed on provi di ng an income floor to those who meet complex 
need , income and asset criteriao OASDI (Old Age, Survivors and Disa­
bil ity Insurance) payments, on the other hand, have always been based 
on the concept of "earned" incomeo This change, according to Hage and 
Aiken , represents a "radical departure" in organizational activitieso 
Second, t he populati on served by the Social Security Administra­
t i on changed to include the destitute, rather than serving retired 
IIworkerso" Li kewise, screening for eligibility and the application of 
means tests for SSI recipi ents are carried out within the Social Secur­
i ty Admin istration itself. This likens the SSI application process to 
that of previous welfare programso 
The Social Security Administration had prided itself on its effi­
cient money-management systemo It was this attribute that decision­
makers noted when considering who would administer the new supplemental 
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i ncome programo It was hoped that the prestige of Social Security could 
be brought to the public assistance area, in that people who were reluc­
tant to app ly for wel fare would be more willing to apply for 5510 Thus, 
segments of the "deserving poor" could be reachedo 
With the devel opment of 551, the Social Security Administration 
was forced to incorporate a welfare-type program into their insurance 
systemo This necessitated drastic intraorganizationa1 changes be made 
to incorporate the programo It was estimated by the Social Security 
Administration that by June 1975 some 50 1 million persons would be re­
ceiving 551 benefits, with nearly 40 percent of them being new recip­
i en t s of assistanceo (Cardwe11,1974) It was further estimated that 
many of these new recipients would have had no previous experience with 
public assistance programso 
Consequently, it was by design that 551 would involve Social 
Security Administration staff in the provision of valuable "infonnation 
and referra1" services to relatively naive individuals.. In other words, 
the new l egislation put the Social Security Administration directly 
withi n the social service system of the local community.. For the first 
time, the Social Security Administration was mandated to not only be­
come familiar with the service community, but to coordinate efforts 
with the se rv ice community in the implementation of 551, thus forcing, 
presumably, new sets of relationships within the existing social ser­
vi ce networkso 
Nevertheless, in the evaluation stage only the elite of the 
organization, primarily national leaders, were really involved in the 
change processo While it might have been beneficial at this point for 
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community service personnel t o relate to possible complications they 
mi ght have foreseen in the Social Security Administration handling SSI, 
interorgan izational corrmunication did not exist per seo The Social 
Security Adm in istra tion did not seek help from service personnel in 
planning for new goa l so Had they consulted with the service community 
duri ng this s tage, that, in itself, would have marked a change in agency 
pract iceso 
Hence, from the beginning, the Social Security Administration 
hand led with SS! program autonomously. As we will see, this became the 
predomi nan t pattern throughout the implementation effort and perhaps 
yet exists today 0 
We now move into the second phase of the change process. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE INITIATION STAGE 
THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
It was in th is stage that the pros and cons of the Social Security 
Admin istration handling SSI were debated legislatively. The Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare chose the Social Security Administra­
ti on to be responsible for administering SSI. Of all the federal and 
state level assistance and welfare programs, the public image of the 
Socia l Security Administration as a government insurance agency in the 
United States has rema ined strong and untarnished. (Hollister, 1974; 
Goodwin and Tu, 1974) Other re lief strategies have fought the stigma­
tization attached to their programs, thus the consistent "clean" public 
image of the Social Security Administration has been a hallmark of the 
agency , and something they did not wish to surrender. 
Perrow (1 961) discusses the importance of public image of the 
organi zation to the organization's in ternal workings, and thus when the 
Social Securi ty Adminis trati on was asked t o administer SSI, it was for 
t he benef i t of the new recipients who might choose to do business with 
the Social Security Administra tion, when they had previously disdai'ned 
Welfareo Senator Long is quoted in the Congressional Record as stating 
the aim of S5I is to "assure program integrity through administrative 
control where this has shown to be needed." (Long, 1972:32471) And 
further, that SSI would "res t ore the INTEGRITY (emphasis added) of the 
Wel fa re programso" (Ibid. 32475) 
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The Social Security Administration was seen as an agency with a 
"l ong and distinguis hed record of efficiency" that has operated OASDI 
i n such a way as to create "wide applicability of the program among 
recip ients and potential recipientso" (Williams, 1973:13) The Social 
Securi ty Administrati on had previously used an earnings test in the 
OASDI program and verifi ed claims by data from the Internal Revenue 
Serviceo This checking was done with "due care for the rights and sen­
si ti vities of the aged rec ipients, seemingly with the clear presumption 
that bene ficiari es are honest persons (innocent until shown guilty of 
cheating) which hardly has been the basic presumption of public assis­
tance ,," (Ibido) 
However, in planning for the administration of 551, the Senate 
Finance Commi ttee emphasized that while the Social Security Administra­
tion woul d handle both the new 551 program and the Old Age, Survivors, 
and Disabil i ty Insurance program, they had no intentions of merging the 
two programs . Each was to maintain its own identity and this uniqueness 
was stressed by requiring separate applications and reports for each 
type of benefit and in particular, by issuing separate benefit checks 
of different col ors o 
So, i ntraorganizationally, the Social Security Administration 
undertook a new program, but had had previous experience with a similar 
system, at least mechanically. The public image of the focal organiza­
t i on (SSA) at this point, was an outstanding characteristic, and very 
important to main t aino Therefore, from the beginning, the 551 program 
was differentiated from insurance programs administered by the Social 
Security Administra tiono This differentiation can be seen as the 
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Soci al Security Administration's way of keeping separate "earned" from 
Il re lief" income" If this was (and is) the case, it seems pointless to 
hope the S5 I program would benefit from the "clean" image of the Social 
Security Admi nistration when t he Administration itself did not accept 
55 I as an equal to OA5DI~ 
As Hage and Ai ken menti on, finding job applicants to fill the new 
posi tions crea ted by the program change is a major probl em in this 
stage. The Soc ia l Security Administra tion has a definite policy of hir­
ing and promoting from within t he organization and this has seemed to 
minimize some of the internal conflict devel oped by changes of the or­
gani zation" Hage and Aiken (1970) and Armitage (1974) see this as an 
advant age initia l ly, because interna l recruitment tends to cut down on 
t he resis tance to innovation by existing staff by promoting effort for 
achi evement of higher status. However, this can be seen as a barrier 
t o fu rther internal changes" Existing staff may have a limited view of 
the new program and may accept the new position as a promotion away 
from the clients, when in this case, dealing with 55 I recipients in­
vol ved mo re intensive contact with cli ents than before" Potential SSI 
reci pi en ts are ofte n times also in need of othe r social or medical sup­
port programs and therefore need referrals to appropriate agencies" 
Res pondent s in the communi ty survey suggested to us that t rained 
soc ial workers be located in the Social Security Administration Dis­
tric t Office so that problem cases could be dealt with proper ly" Mul ti ­
problem cl ients mus t sti ll seek supportive help beyond cash payments" 
In Oregon the Public Welfare Division nas always handled these clients 
and has offered support i ve services" It was argued that perhaps the 
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Soci al Security Administra tion should not administer SST under the cir­
cumsta nces because the previous categorical assistance programs were 
more ef fici en t as a to ta l social service app roach, providing more than 
just money . 
It appears t ha t in recruiting staff f rom within the organization, 
the Social Security Admini stration encountered problems in the comple­
ti on of t he initiation stage. Besides the lack of training given to 
employees regarding the massive changes in forms , procedures, and clien­
tel e , staff are yet being evaluated according to the old criteria of 
effi ci ency and effectiveness that were used with the more traditional, 
non-we lfare-like clients of Social Security_ 
As Arm itage (1974) suggested, measuring performance by effi ciency 
tends to discourage the worker from articulating client-centered inter­
ests. In order to change the reward system now based on achievement 
and success, the system would have to be changed to distribute money 
rewards in such a way as to encourage client-centeredness rather than 
organization-centeredness. 
Social Security staff are overburdened and uninformed and thus 
were portrayed by community servi ce providers as uninterested in social 
serv ices ~ (This may accurately refl ect Social Security Administra tion 
employee sent iment . ) The previous fa st, effici ent performances by 
Socia l Secur i ty Adminis t ration employees were seen by the corrmunity 
providers i nterviewed for this study as slow, incorrect, or trouble­
some o Some agencies resigned themselves to not initiating dealings 
wi th the Social Security Administration unless a problem arose with 
one of t heir clientsg In that case, they acted as an advocate concern­
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i ng the appl icant's eligibility for benefits. Although the staff per­
formances were not evident until the program actually began (in the 
Implement ati on Stage ), I have chosen to discuss them here as a problem 
i n the initi al recru i t men t of sta ff" 
Another t ask of the Initiation Stage is to secure funding for the 
new programo The Soci al Security Administration faced no problems con­
ce rni ng recruitment of fu nding, or expansion of internal funding for 
S5 I t hat might endanger other Social Security programs. However, other 
Soc ia l Security programs are funded from payroll taxes and represent 
work- rela ted income, whereas SSI is funded f rom the general revenue and 
can be seen as public assistance" This change in source of funding may 
be disquieting to the Social Security Administration and equivalent to 
II go i ng outs ide the organization ll for funding" In practice, although the 
Social Secu ri ty Administration has distinguished emphatically between 
OA5DI payments and SSI paymen ts right down to the color of checks, both 
OASDI and SSI are transfers from workers to non-workers. So, in reality, 
there is no difference, but the public and the Social Security Adminis­
tration both view the sources as different" 
Actually , during t he initiation stage there was no (interorgani­
zational) contac t between the Social Security Administration and the 
environment" The SSI program had not begun yet, so the only changes we 
can specu l ate about we re those within the focal organization itself. 
The Socia l Security Administration was chosen to manage the 55! program 
for two major reasons" Its pas t history was marked by effi ciency in 
performance of a simil ar task mechanically, and the high prestige 
associated wi th Social Security programs was hoped to carryover to 
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SSI . However, SSI was and is totally differen t i ated from OASDI so the 
latt er objective seems dubious. 
The Social Secur ity Admin ist ration conti nued to run its program 
autonomous lYQ SSI was funded without the need for Social Security to 
recru i t funds or al ter existing programs 0 Staff we re promot ed from 
with in the st ructure to handle SSI, but in doing so, needed training to 
accompany the changes in cl i entele and procedures was neglected. As 
wi l l be seen i n the next stage, the prob lems of prestige and efficient 
performances continued to be a major concern as the SSI program was 
imp l ementedo 
CHAPTER VI I 
HE IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 
THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
It is i n t hi s stage that the organization actually begins a new 
program. As Hage and Ai ken outl i ned~ ma j or conflicts arise, often in 
struggles over power and in cooperation wi th t he task environmento Hage 
and Ai ken pos it that wi t h the creation of new positions, the job occu­
pants will wa nt t o exercise their rights to ma ke rules and share in the 
power of authori ty in t he organ iza tion. 
In the Port land Distr i ct Office of the Social Security Adminis­
tra tion a special SSI "Crunch Unit!! was set up to handle probl em SSI 
cases . Nevertheless , this does not seem to reflect staff concern for 
t he special needs of SS I recipients, but ra ther , an administrative de­
cis ion of how best to struct ure the office and further segregate the 
staff t hat hand le SSIo Litwak (1961) suggests the physical segregation 
strategy may be one way to mi.x bureaucracy and human relations functions 
i n one organization o 
Respondents from t his community survey suggested Soci al Security 
staff have rej ected the lower status role given those who work wi t h 
"welfare" cl ients o On the job with clien ts and within the cormlUnity, 
staff have been heard to say , "we don ' t do social work here ,," 
Thus, in the Soci al Security Admi nistrat ion we have seen poss i ble 
admin ist rative as wel l as line staff rejection of the lower status role 
associated with SS I workerso Because of this we may see a further 
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di fferentiation of the SSI program someday into physically segregated 
bureaus, with professionally trained staff to deal with SSI clientsu 
Many of the service agencies in tervi ewed for this study would like to 
see th is professionalization take place. 
Anothe r major factor in t he i mpl emen tation stage des cribed by 
Hage and Ai ken ;s the requi rement of the cooperation from organization 
members in implementing the program and the importance of this to the 
success or failure of the program o In the case of SSI, an information­
al campaign was undertaken to promote the program. The campaign was 
known as the SSI Alerto Since the Ale rt was of major importance to the 
SSI implementation effort as a whole, I have included a thorough dis­
cussion of the SSI Alert, its development and subsequent effect in 
Oregon particula rl yo 
Project SSI Alert -- Phase I 
Walter Williams (1973), in a public policy address, suggested the 
Social Security Admi nistration promote the impl ementation of SSI in 
these ways: 
1. 	 Wri tten, oral and visual materials describing 
SSI in socia lly acceptable terms as a federal 
income guarantee oe.; 
2. 	 Staff procedures for SSA local offices that 
minimize as much as possible differential 
treatment between SSI and OASDI recipients; 
3. 	 Eligibility standards and procedures for deter­
mining eligibility that are both nonintrusive 
and simple; 
40 	 Training techniques intended to orient SSA 
local staffs concerning technical information 
about the program and ssr's rationale; 
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5~ 	 An outreach campaign ai med at insuring that 
all eligible persons are aware of the SSI 
benefits to which they are entitled; and 
60 	 An effort to induce states to use SS! for 
cash suppl emental and Medicaid payment , 
make their rules and procedures for re­
lated programs more in line with those of 
SS I, and keep up the 1eve1 of thei'r payments 
so that combined SSI-State benefits do not 
fall below the earlier State payments. 
(Williams, 1973:30) 
He stressed that the Social Security Administration should pre­
sent to potential recipients that they deserve or have a right to their 
SS! paymen ts and thus liken it to OASDI, further distinguishi'ng it from 
Helfareo 
On November 13, 1973, "Project SSI Alert ll was announced to Social 
Security Adm inistration Regional Rep resentatives, District, Branch and 
Teleservice Managers from the Bureau of District Office Operations. 
This project was designed to reach and provi de assistance to aged, 
blind and disabled as an important part of the Social Security Adminis­
tration's information and refer ral programs 0 The purposes of the alert 
were: 
1. 	 To enlist t he he lp of the media to explain SSI and who is 
eligibl e , and for the Soci al Security Administration to con­
ti nue this responsibility. 
2. 	 To provi de a focal point for recruitment, training, and use 
of voluntee rs who were t o explain to indivi dual s and/or groups 
the program and how to determine eligibili ty . 
30 	 To utilize personnel in other agencies to help identify poten­
ti al recipients and make written referrals to the District 
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Office of the Soci al Security Administration. 
40 To assist individuals in self-screening for potential eligi ­
bi lity fo r SSlo 
50 	 To provi de vol unteer-s upported procedures to receive, record, 
and t ransfer names and addresses of potenti al recipi ents to 
the District Offices of the Social Security Administrat;ono 
The organization of the Alert involved governmental agencies and 
pr ivate voluntary associat ions at national and local l evelso The Dis­
trict Managers of Social Security offices were the first to be contacted 
by the local leader of the SSI Alert project, and they were to work with 
the leader, the Red Cross, and other participating organizations. Prior 
to the project's beginning, t hese District Managers were supposed to not 
onl y identify SSI lIinfonnation and referral ll an d public infonnation 
programs in their loca l areas, but to arrange a pre-implementation and 
an ongoing public information campaign within the framework of national 
efforts 0 District Managers were further responsible for providing 
technical staff to train volunteers who would explain SSI to potential 
el i giblesc As of April 1974 the Administration on Aging, under 
Dr~ Authu r Fl eming, agreed to expedite the Al ert by providing lists of 
po t ential recipients identi fi ed by a screening of the master beneficiary 
recordo The closing da te for Phase I of the Alert was June 30 , 1974. 
In Oregon, and particularly in Portland, all this "coordination of 
effort s ll di d not t ake place. A Mode l Cities agency (Project AB LE) 
screened for potential SSI eligibles and referred these persons for 
determination. Project ABLE was functioning long before SSI was imple­
mented, th us the Alert was seen by the Social Security Administration 
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as dupli cative. 
The Social Security Administra ti on apparently was not involved in 
any coo rdi na ted program for i nformati ona l campaigns or eligibility re­
fe r ra ls, but carr ied on their own program separate ly. Portl and appar­
en t ly was un ique in their ef fo rts during t he SST Alert. A review of 
even t s has produced a picture of confusi on and little coordinati on be­
tween Social Securi ty Offices and local agencies involved in t he SSI 
Alert. 
Project SST Alert -- Phase II 
The intent of the Alert Phase II was to create better understand­
ing and bet t er working relationships between the Social Securi ty Admin­
is t ration and community service programs for the aged. This effort was 
initi ated in the summer and fall of 1974 as a follow-up on the leads 
li sts of those potential eligibles. It involved a decentralized mail­
ing opera ti on un der Distr ict and Branch Managers, including a self­
screening questionnaire to be sent out. Volunteers and temporary em­
pl oyees were t o man the operation, and do home visitati on where neces­
sary to further exp lain SSI, in addi ti on to the mailing campaign. The 
Socia l Security Adminis t ration was asked by the Administrat ion on Aging 
to concentrate on these home visits and special traini ng needed to be 
given to those vol unteers and emp loyees making the vis its. 
Since the responsibility for the master benef iciary record list­
ing fe l l on the Soci al Security Administrati on at a time when they we re 
already extremely busy, the mai l- out campaign accomplished was of ques­
tionable effecti veness. Soci al Security Admi nistration offices were 
again reluctant t o participate i n the Alert and use volunteers from out­
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side organi zations. The Downtown Portland Off ice had no volunteer in­
volvement, yet relied on staff t o conduct t el ephone screening. They 
tended t o prefer the autonomy to run the program t hemselves, and not be 
involved in other "coordinated" efforts. The question of confidenti al ­
ity had not been resol ved, which further ali enated Social Security. 
To ret urn to the communi ty survey used for t his study, when asked 
i f the SS! Alert had any effec t on t heir agency's relations with the 
Socia l Security Administrati on, 13 out of 21 res pondents said it had no 
effect. Some sai d the Al ert "di dn't work well ," or that they thought 
the Social Security Administrati on was unaware their agency was even 
involved i n t he Alert. Of the 7 say ing it did have an effect, respon­
ses tended to po i nt to increased dealings with the Social Security Ad­
mi nistration, some improved dealings, and help the agency gave to the 
Social Security Administration (not vice versa). 
There was no indication t hat the Alert helped disseminate infor­
mati on to a grea t extent, or draw the Social Security Admin i stration 
di rect ly in to t he service communi ty . In fact, we received negative 
comments regarding the Social Security Adminis tration's lack of out­
reach, lack of cooperati on in working with the local sector , and gener­
al l ack of help given to potential SS! recipients. One res pondent was 
no t convinced t here even was an SS! Al ert. 
Two comments of particular interest were that the Aler t seemed to 
draw the community into the Soci al Securi ty Administration (instead of 
vice ve rs a as hypothesized); and one respondent who sai d he did not 
know how effective the Al ert was because the Welfare Division handled 
al l the dealings with the Social Security Administration -- wh ile a 
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Publ ic Welfare Division res ponden t sai d Welfa re was not involved in the 
Alert! 
Thus t he SSI program created what Rosengren (1970) refers to as 
an "i ncreasing demand for i nterorgan i zati onal con tact and coll abora­
t ion " during the Alert. Agenci es were de penden t on t he Social Secur i ty 
Admi nistrati on's l eads lis t of poten tial recipients, but were not given 
ful l access to i t . The Socia l Security Administrati on not only withheld 
information from agenci es involved in the Al ert, but interfered with the 
ove rall process; essentially this interference can be viewed as conflict 
s ince col laborat i on not only did not occur, but was seemingly avoided. 
The Social Securi ty Admin istra tion consistently operated as t hey had 
done before , autonomously, wh ile coll aboration mi gh t have helped reach 
potential SSI el i gibles. 
Perhaps this occur red as l.itwak (1961) suggests because conflict 
is l ikely t o deve lop when organizations orien ted towa rds similar or the 
same tasks (characteri zed by impersonality of relations, an emphasis on 
hi erarchical authority and an emphasi s on general rules and speci aliza­
tion, etc., which could characterize the Soci al Security Administration) 
interact with organi zati ons oriented towards non-uniform tasks (such as 
human- rel ations organizati ons wi th contrasting characteri stics). 
Dutton and Walton (1966) dis cuss mutua l tas k dependence , which 
refers to t he extent t o whi ch two or more organizations depend on each 
other fo r assis tance, information, compl iance or other coordi na tive 
acts in the performance of respective tasks . They suggest such task 
dependence provi des an incentive for collabora t ion as well as an oc· 
cas ion for conflict. So while the SST Alert might have been an occasion 
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for collaboration , the li t erat ure and the responses f rom t he communi ty 
survey show that the Alert was an occasion for confli ct and confusion, 
here in Portland& (Conflict is thus operationally defi ned as the oppo­
site of collaboration, where collaboration is seen as a codified goal 
of the Social Security Administration.) 
Thus while a major task of this stage is to achieve cooperati on 
among organization members in implementing a new program , we have seen 
that the Social Security Administration did not cooperate i nternally 
with program goals and attempt to coll aborate in order t o properly 
implement SSI~ Th is has be"en a major drawback since the beginning and 
seriously hampered the adj us tment of local Social Security Admini stra­
tion staff and community providers to the new program , not to mention 
potential SSI recipients. 
By not fully cooperating with the na ti ona l implement ati on proj ect 
Social Securi ty staff showed resistance t o the change in program func ­
tioning. Minimizati on of th is res istance should ha ve been the goa l in 
th i s st age . Si nce it was not, we may say the Soci al Security Adminis­
tration experienced, and i s yet experiencing, diffi culties because of 
the implementation of S5I. 
He have seen a "continual strai n" placed on staff and on communi­
ty providers because of the many changes in procedures regarding 5S1 
since i t s implementation. Th is first resul ted i n serv ice agenci es 
calling the Social Security Administration in order t o advocate fo r 
clients having difficulty with el i gibil i ty or applicati on for 5S1 . Six­
teen out of 25 respondents in the communi ty survey not iced a change in 
their contacts with t he Soci al Security Administration since January 
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1974. Some mentioned thei r contacts i nc reased grea t ly but t hey were 
disappoint ed with the IIcut and dri ed" pape rwork of the Social Securi,ty 
Administrati on. Many reported tha t their contacts with t he Socia l 
Security Administration have subsequently dropped off as the program 
has "worked out the bugso" 
In one sense , we have seen a pos it ive progression in the change 
process of the program being al te red and solutions to i nitial program 
problems being worked out. On the other hand, communicati ve ties be­
tween the Soci al Security Administration and commun i ty providers are 
linked onl y with procedural probl ems , but not coll aborative efforts . 
In this st age of change, t here has con tinued t o be a differentia­
tion of the SS! program by t he Soc i al Security Admini stration, such 
that staff reject SS ! as l ower in status than other Social Security pro­
grams. Although, as Will iams (1973) suggested, a public information 
campaign was designed to present SS! to pot ent ial rec ipients as a 
"ri ght." 
Throughout t he Alert t he Socia l Securi ty Admi nistrati on ma intai ned 
a separate focus -- an lIi nner-directed" focus -- rather than one cen­
tered on collaboration with the community systemg As we turn now t o 
the f i nal st age in the change process we will aga in see a di screpancy 
between written objectives and actual practices with regard to in ter­
act i on wi th the communi ty. 
CHAPTER VIII 
THE ROUTINIZATION STAGE -­
THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

It is this l ast stage that the Social Security Administra ti on is 
now experi encing. This research effort is one indicat i on t hat the organ­
izationa l eli t e are examining whether the program is meet i ng the need 
for whi ch i t wa s des i gned. As Hage and Aiken (1970) suggest, t he more 
the success criteri a include me asures of efficiency, t he more likely the 
new program wil l be seen as a failure and will be re j ected. Th i s mode l 
might pose a probl em for the Social Security Admini strat i on , hypothesiz­
ing t hat the success of the SS I program wil l be meas ured by the effi cien­
cy of the system. The Social Security Admin istration has long been 
known for effi ci ency, rather than for a more humanis t ic qu al ity of ser­
vice. 
Rosengren (1970 ) suggested a major concern for modern serv i ce or­
ganizat ions is the dua l demand for efficiency and human ism. Wi t h the 
implementation of SSI, staff were burdened with new pol i ci es and con­
stantly changing procedures, while at the same time asked to deve lop 
intervi ewing skills with an increased sensitivity to t he needs of the 
public they serve. These interviewing duties are an essenti al part of 
the information and referral services as outlined by the Soci al Security 
Administration. 
In inves t i gating specifically what these du t ies enta i l ed , much 
evidence was found. The detailed handbooks of procedures an d pol icies 
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rega rding programs are one way the Social Security Administrati on has 
at tempted to codify t he SS I program, according to Hage and Ai ken. 
The SSA Service Manual (U.S., D.H.E.W., 1974a: Section 9300) de­
scribes the role of information and referral services within the Socia l 
Securi ty Administration: "An essential part of Socia l Security Adminis­
trati on ' s service to the public is the providing of information about 
the programs and services of other publ i c and voluntary servi ces ., " The 
t~a nua l acknowledges that many people call, write, or come to t he Dis trict 
Off ices wi t h probl ems outside of the scope of the Socia l Securi ty pro­
gram, and "accepts t he responsibility to provide informat ion on other 
1Iprograms. (Ib i d.) It goes on to suggest the public image of the Admin­
i stration i s fi xed not only by the way they administer the Social Secur­
i ty programs, bu t by their "concern for the individual," by the manner 
in which ques t i ons are answered , and by their "demonstrated willingness 
to help. 1I Such a referral service supposedly not on ly hel ps t he indi vi ­
dua l but helps to achieve the "stated objectives of t he social securi ty 
programs." 
The Manual says lI interviewers must exercise the degree of percep­
tion necessary to identify whether an individual is seeking or needs 
information and referral services ••• SSA employees mus t develop i n t hei r 
interviewing skills an increased sensitivity to the needs of t he public 
they serve," (Ib id. Section 9302) thereby helping to improve (via I and 
R services) the quality of the life of the individual. 
Beyond providing the requisite information , if the intervi ewer 
senses the i ndividual is "confused, emoti onally upse t , or otherwi se un­
able to act effectively , special help may be given." ( Ibi d. Section 
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9312) This help may consist of setting up an appointment for the i ndi ­
vidual with t he referral agency , and writing the address and time down 
for the individual. In extreme cases, mediation without the indivi dual·s 
consent may be done. In either case, a standard referral form is to b 
used for any referral made (other than telephone referrals) lito expe­
dite the referral process" and ease the caller's introduction to the 
serving agency. 1I (Ibid. Section 9303.2) 
The types of referrals to be made include: to the Internal Reve­
nue Service or a tax agency for tax assistance; to heal t h or welfare 
agencies for medical assistance; to social welfare agencies to hel p the 
individual maintain his independence and live on in his own home; to 
voluntary organizations for social contacts; to governmental agencies 
to help with loans or improve housing or education; to lega l aid bur­
eaus for legal advice or assistance; or to human relat i ons commissions 
when a person has complained of discrimination based on age , sex, race, 
creed, etc. (particularly with regard to housing, employment or govern­
mental services)o Programs for the aged to which District Offices are 
to make referrals include: homemaker services, protective services , 
meals-on-wheels , visiting nurse services, adult education programs , and 
senior centers. 
The SS! Handbook (U.S., D.H.E.W., 1974b) elaborates on the publi c 
information program that is a part of the referra l service, describi ng 
the use of publications , posters, and films available for the publi c 
The Districit Office staff are to make presentations before "civic, 
labor, medical , farm, management, school, and other groups and organi­
zations interested in the social security program." (Ibi d.10-ll ) In 
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addition to maki ng avai lable various media regard i ng Social Security 
programs for others t o use, the Social Security Admi nis trati on is sup­
posed to promote this information through such media as newspapers, 
magazines, radio and television. 
These regulations specify what the Social Securi ty Admi nis trati on 
should be doing on a daily basis. They were extracted from an in-house 
document that serves as the basic law of the program and presumably re­
flects a formal ideal role for the Social Security Admin istrationg 
The community survey inquired about the nature and frequency of 
contacts agencies had with the Social Security Admini strati on. Nine­
teen out of 27 respondents said they do have contact with the Social 
Secu rity Administration, but 16 of the 19 said thei r agency in itiates 
the contact with the Social Security office and that the contact is not 
rec i procated. The nature of contacts generally revolves around trouble­
shooting for clients or obtaining i nformation for resea rch. Gene rally 
service persons have more contact (ranging from 1-1 2 contacts per mon t h) 
with Social Security Administration staff t han do admi ni s t rators. This 
is a predictable phenomenon according to Stogdill (1 967: 44 ) , who states: 
"con tacts and negotiations between organizations ten d to be carri ed out 
by members with similar functions and equivalent status rankings . 1I 
We received negative comments about the Social Securi ty Admi ni s­
tration's refusal to make referrals and that Social Security makes few 
or no referrals , except to the Public Welfare Divisiono These referral s 
are automatic in Oregon , as every SSI applicant is given a form to pre­
sent t o the Welfare Division to apply fo r the Oregon Supplement ary In­
come Program (OSIP) o A common practice at the Social Security Admin is­
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tration is to refer clients to welfare for interim payments, as clear­
ance on 5S! di sability claims particularly can take several months 0 If 
SSI intends to offer payments to the deserving poor without the tradi ­
t i ona l st i gma associated with Welfare, perhaps this common referral 
should be reexaminedo 
-- TABLE I GOES ABOUT HERE -­
Table I shows that of the 400 individuals interviewed for t he SSI 
Impact Study, only 10 (2.5%) were referred to another agency by t he 
Social Securi ty Admini stration. Four of the 10 referrals were to the 
Welfare Division. This is a very significant finding, as 82 of t hese 
400 elderly were, at the time of t he interview, recei ving 5S! benefi t s, 
and another 275 were receiving OASDI benefits. Two hundred eighty-one 
of the sample had actually contacted the Social Security Administrat ion 
within the last several years, with the mean being with in the last one­
to-two years (within the time since SSI was implemented and hence t he 
information and referral goals). 
Thirty-two percent of all contacts made to the Social Secu ri ty Ad­
ministration by this sample were made by phone. However, 38.6 percent 
of these phone contacts reportedly produced not enough or no help at al l 
for the elderly caller. Further, often times workers in the Soci al 
Security Office will make an informal determination for S5! eli gib il ity 
by phone . Of those in this sample who were told they were inel i gi ble 
for 5SI benefits (n = 26), 14 (53.8%) were informed by phone. These 
elderly supposedly did not pursue their eligibility beyond t hat in it ia l 
phone determination. By looking at the overall low income l evels of the 
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TABLE 
DID SSA REFER YOU?* 
Adj usted 
Absolute Frequency 
Freguency { Percen tl 
Yes 10 2.5% 
No 389 97.5% 
*"Has anyone from the Social Security Office 
ever (gotten i n touch with you and) advi sed 
you to go to or cOht act some other agency 
for help tha t you needed (for example, did 
someone at Social Security sugges t t hat you 
get in touch with "meal s-on-wheels " for food 
or homemaker se rvi ces or for he lp around t he 
house, or did they suggest calling some 
othe r service agency for help )?11 
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sample as a whole, it is possible some of these persons would have been 
eligible for benefits had a full review of their situation been made. 
-- TABLE II GOES ABOUT HERE -­
Another area for concern about Social Security Administration 
practices is brought out by the Center on Social Welfare Policy and 
Law (1975) where it states Social Security staff are not supposed to 
volunteer information about the emergency advance payments available to 
recipients, but should wait to see if the individual asks for help or 
otherwise mentions facts which indicate that an emergency exists. Also, 
if an SSI claimant wants vocational rehabilitation he should ask for it 
himself and he is entitled to a hearing is refused benefits, although 
this information is not always passed along to clients as it should be. 
There obviously appears to be a big discrepancy between the infor­
mation and referral services outlined by the Social Security Administra­
tion and actual practice. The Social Security Administration is repre­
sented on the Portland Federal Executive Board (as well as other plan­
ning bodies), which has discussed infonnation and referral services in 
the Portland area. However, unless the Social Security Administration 
concretizes this plan on their own staff level, the role of infonmation 
and referral services in the Social Security Administration's overall 
functioning appears nebulous at best. 
The production of the detailed job descriptions and policies re­
garding SSI is one way the focal organization has tried to fonnalize the 
new program and "integrate" it within the federal bureaucracy of human 
resources. By doing this, the Social Security Administration has attempt­
- ----- ------ --- ----- - - - -- - - -
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TABLE II 
HOW CONTACTED SSA 
Count 
Row Percent Vi sited 
Col um n Percent In Wrote Row 
Total Percent Person Te lephoned Them Total 
WHAT HAPP EN ED: 
111 50 1687 
Sat ; s fac tori 1y 66.1 1908 4.2 64.1 
Helped 66. 1 6002 63.6 
42.4 19 . 1 2. 7 
3 1 1 5 
Got He l p but 60.0 20.0 20.0 1.9 
Not Enough 1.8 1.2 9. 1 
.41 • 1 .4 
826 351 
Got Hel p with 74 . 3 22.9 2.9 13.4 
Oi ff i cu1 ty 15.5 9.6 9. 1 
,,49. 9 3. 1 
0 23914 
8.860 .9 39. 1 0Did Not 
08.3 10.8Get Help 
5.3 03.4 
11 14 1 26 
Tol d Not 53. 842 .3 3.8 9.9 
El igi ble 6.5 16.9 9. 1 
5.3 .44. 2 
3 1 1 5 
20,,0Pend i ng 60.0 20. 0 109 
Determi na ti on 1 .8 9.11.. 2 
.4 .41" 1 
168Co l umn 83 11 262 
Total 64. 1 31.7 4.2 100.0 
----~~ -----_ .. _--­-~--
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ed to stake out its doma in, and stab ilize the program. 
Duri ng routinization the organization must de fi ne a proper rol e 
for the new prog ram within the exi sting organ iza tional structure. Since 
the i nformati on and refer ral fu nction necessi tates interaction wi th t he 
communi ty, the Social Securi ty Administration was faced with de fini ng a 
role fo r SS I and i tsel f within the community structure as wel l. This 
in vo lved obtaining domain concensus; and agreement among pa rticipants in 
organiza tions rega rding the app ropriate role and scope of an agency. 
Thus the community survey was helpful in understanding how success­
ful the Social Securi ty Adminis tration was in passing through this last 
stage of change. Community prov iders we re asked wha t role they saw the 
Soc ial Securi ty Admin is trati on playing in providing help to older adults. 
Twenty-five respondents said they definitely saw t he Soc i al Security Ad­
mi ni stration as a provider of f inancial ass is tance or income ma intenance 
t o the elder ly. Some also connected the Socia l Security Administration 
with health care benef its. There was a lot of di screpancy between re­
sponses as to whether the Social Security Admini stration should or cou l d 
provide direct services to cl ients. Some said that although there is a 
need fo r direct services , the Soci al Security Admi nistration i s not pre­
pared and is not in terested i n providing soci al ser vi ces . Some respon­
dents said the Social Security Admini strati on acts as an educator about 
bene fits, but these persons would like to see an increase in infonnat i on 
and referral pract ices. 
Twenty out of 27 respondents sa id t he Soci al Security Administra­
ti on coul d be doing more. Their suggesti ons included: providing out­
reach ; soc ia l services; money management; a comprehensive plan for the 
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elderly; eme rgency f unds ; and/or working more closely with social ser­
vi ce agencies. Others suggested the Social Security Administration 
publ i cize mo re, inc rease benefits and expedite procedures. 
Several responden t s felt t he Soc i al Securi ty Adminis tration is 
overworked and understaffed and t ha t t hey are do i ng all they can to 
serve ol der adults. Some suggested the Federal Gove rnment should not be 
invo lved in soci al services at all , that they are too large and are un­
abl e to deal with problems of the el der ly. One respondent stated local 
agencies are be tter equipped to deal with such problems. 
Fi ndings suggest the Social Secu r ity Administration was not gener­
al ly perceived of as part of the local service delivery system but some­
how "outs i de" of that system. The Socia l Securi ty Administration was de­
scri bed as a "remote federal banker. 1I Some respondents felt t he Old Age 
Assis tance program administered by Welfare was a more comprehensive sys­
t em because services and cash payments came from the same agency. Sev­
eral respondents saw no difference between OAA and SS! and said SS! re­
ci pien t s are really "other Welfare recipients," or at least stigmatized 
as such. Some felt SS! is "less demeaning" due to the "good" name of 
t he Soci al Security Administration. 
He re we can see that the community does not agree on wha t the 
Socia l Securi ty Admi nistrati on ;s or should be doing. The re was no 
grouping of responses between agenci es according to any standard organi­
zational measure, such as staff size, budget, type of services provided, 
number of cli entele se rved, etc. There were no central tendencies in 
the sense of smal l-scale, client-focused agencies answering one way, and 
large-scale, multi - purpose agencies answering anot her. This is an impor­
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tant fi nding as it could refl ect the uncertainty of Y'ole status of t he 
Social Security Administration, which ;s a fu r ther indication of the 
di f ficulty t his organi za t ion is havi ng in in tegrating the new program. 
Domai n concensus becomes a key i ssue here as Wa r ren (1 967) de­
scri bes t he greater t he domai n concens us between community decision or­
gani zations the more cooperati ve t hei r interacti on wi ll be. In the con­
verse, domai n discensus leads t o "contest" behavi oY', or what Levine, et 
al (1963 ) call, "conflict , " when an organ ization is judged as not doi ng 
as much as i t should. 
The fin al mark of the routin izat ion stage according to Hage and 
Ai ken (1 970) i s the repl acement of deci sion-ma ke rs originally associated 
wi t h t he program. This has not occurred in the Social Securi ty Adminis­
tra t ion. Commis sioner Cardwell of the Soci al Security Administration 
and Commiss ioner of Ag ing Fl emming were, at the ti me of SSI's creation, 
and are the "commanders-in-chi ef." 
Thus during the routiniza t ion stage of the change process the 
oci al Securi ty Admi nis t ration has attempted to solidify the SST program 
by deve l oping uin-house" standa rds and employee guidelines. Even so, 
according to t hi s s t udy' s findings, the Social Security Administration 
has been unabl e t o accomplish these goal s or objecti ves . There was an 
attempt made in the cOl11lluni ty servi ce providers' intervi ew to get a pic­
ture of what t hei r interactions with the Social Security Administration 
were l ike before and af ter the implementati on of SSIg We cannot measu re 
precisely wha t t he Social Secur i ty Admi nistrat ion was doi ng before SSI 
rega rdi ng informat ion and referral on an informal basis" Nevertheless , 
i t is clear the Soci al Security Administrat i on was not fulfilling its 
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outl i ned duti es in this area at the time of this study. 
The domain of Social Security was and remains in the financial 
realm. Whether the written obj ectives to become a provider of social 
services vi a I and R will ever become common practice, one may only hy­
pothesize. 
I will now summarize the general findings from this study and 
offe r such a hypothesis about why the Social Security Admini stration has 
been unwil l ing or unable to become integrated within the service commun­
i ty . 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS 
It was hypothesized tha t when an organizat ion adopts a new program 
f unction, the organization necessarily undergoes a process of change 
whil e it at tempts to incorporate the new program. This study l ooked at 
one organization, the Social Securi ty Admini stration, and how it adapted 
to a new program, SSIo Hage and Aiken 's fou r-stage model of the change 
process allowed us to analyze the incorporation of SS! from t he begin­
ning st ages, where only t he federal decision-make rs were involved, 
through the imp lementati on and subsequent routinization of t he prog ram. 
It was further hypothesized that in the case of SS!, because of 
the new goal to provide informa tion and referral services, the Socia l 
Security Administrati on was forced to become invol ved in the community 
service system. This marked a significant change in organizational 
relati ons hi ps for Socia l Secu r i ty staff. 
The Social Secur ity Admini stration was crea ted and deve loped to 
provide soci al insurance to a popu lation ba sed on "ea rned ll income. Thi s 
traditi on had become t he hal lmark of Social Security. In 1972, when the 
first SSI legislation was passed, the Social Security Administra tion be­
gan designing and implementing those changes needed to incorporate a 
massive, i ncome ma intenance program for the el de rly, blind and disabled. 
Duri ng t he first phase (Evaluation) of the program change , only 
the el i t e were involved in pl anning. Even though it was known at that 
time that admini stering such a program would involve providing informa­
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tion and referral services to a population naive to the service cornmun­
ity , community providers were not consulted about how best to implement 
SSI. 
This autonomous administration of SSI was carried into the second 
stage of change (Initiation) as well. The Social Security Administra­
tion recruited for staff from within the organization, rather than hire 
social service workers experienced in dealing with the previous Old Age 
Ass i stance program. 
Problems arose from this early stage with regard to differentia­
ti on of SSI from OASDI payments. Not only were SSI and OASDI checks 
from different revenues and different colors when issued, but SSI quick­
ly was linked with procedural problems leaving SSA staff seemingly in­
capable and uninterested in dealing with SSI recipients. COflJllunity pro­
viders took the role of advocates for clients in their dealings with the 
Social Security Administration rather than fellow coordinators. 
One of the major reasons Social Security was chosen to administer 
SSI was to better the status of income payments to reach the deserving 
poor who otherwise resented asking for welfare. According to this study, 
this has only partially been accomplished. Particularly in Oregon where 
OSIP payments accompany SSI payments in many cases, recipients still 
must go to the We lfare Division to apply for benefits. 
During the third stage (Implementation) we continued to see the 
Social Security Administration avoid collaboration with community ser­
vi ce providers. The SSI Alert specifically called for internal and ex­
ternal coordination of efforts to implement SSI through a massive pub­
lic information campaign. While Portland had a community system already 
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set up to reach and inform potenti al eligib'les about SSI, the c0IT111unity 
sys tem viewed the Social Security Administration's refusal to partici­
pate further in the Aler t as resist ive and interferinge 
It was during the last stage of change (Rou ti nization) that the 
specific in t erorgan izational goals of providing information and referral 
se rvi ces were examined by looking at discrepancies between ideal and 
actua l practi ces of Social Security. If the Social Security Administra­
tion were to fulfill their written objectives, they would not only need 
to read and learn about community programs, but become familiar with 
referring agenci es in order to follow through on referrals. 
Social Security Admi.n i stration contacts with agency personnel could 
have increased tremendously, but they have not. Data from the sample of 
el derly show very few referrals being made by Social Security. Telephone 
contacts with the Social Security Administration often are not benefi­
ci al ; informal eligibility determinations are be ing made and feedback 
procedures (such as hearings and appeals) are not be ing publicized. 
The Social Security Administration has always been, and apparently 
rema i ns, l ocally defined as a financial institution, and noth ing more. 
The uncertainty of a possible la rger role status, though, could leave 
room for the Administration to turn now and provide social se rvices. 
The communi ty providers definitely would like the Social Security Admin­
istration to do more to help the el derly population. 
Why then, when the codified guidelines are already established and 
t he conmunity is willing to let the Social Security Administration i nto 
their territory, has the Social Security Administration not done just 
that? Perhaps the re was no incentive to collaborate as was hypothesized. 
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Even though "collaboration" is an established program goal, in taking a 
closer look at the administrative structure of the Social Security Ad­
ministration we can see that the financial backing of the institution 
differs from most organizations the li t erature speaks about. 
Levine, et a1 (1963) hypothesized that organizations are "pushed" 
into interdependencies with other organizations because of their need 
for resources. Hage and Aiken see the establishment of joint, coopera­
tive projects with other organizations as a solution to the problem of 
lack of resources. Hawley (1951) likewise talks about entering into 
interdependent relationships to secure resources for a program. 
The Socia l Security Administration is not dependent on any other 
agency for funds and does not need to establish this kind of link with 
other agencies. Their autonomous funding base renders them vi rtually 
independent from any other agency. 
Usually in a social system, the focal organization depends on "in­
put" from organizations for various types of resources. (Evan, 1963) 
These inputs insure the system will be able to exist over time. (Gummer, 
1975) In return for these lIinputs" the organization produces an "out­
put," or a product. Organizational behavior tends to vary according to 
how much concentration of activities in the organization is placed on 
purposeful, goal-seeking behavior (output of the product) or on their 
system-main tenance activities (input of resources). 
"These characteristics of an organization as a social system have 
a direct bearing upon the capacity or willingness of an organization to 
engage in interorganizationa1 activities. Namely ••• that an organiza­
tion's willingness to relate to another organization will be a direct 
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function of the extent to which that other organizati on can affect either 
its inputs or outputs. 1I (Gummer, 1975:35) 
In Gummer's study of a public welfare agency he hypothesized that 
since the resources of the agency were controlled by a IIparentll organi­
zation, t he agency was a IIvertically oriented" organization, meaning 
lIit would have limited interactions with organizations in its immedi ate 
environment and direct its attention upward to the parent agency." 
(Ibid.36) 
The agency was at the time of Guntner's study launching a new pro­
gram function that required the establishment of a functional role for 
the new program within an existing service network. These circumstances 
parallel those of the Social Security Administration and the adoption of 
the SSI program. 
Gummer concluded that Itan organization's capacity to engage in in­
terorganizational activities will be a function of its location vis a 
vis its major providers of resources." (Ibid.44) Therefore the organi­
zation's orientation can be expected to be vertical (upward to the par­
ent body) and inward (to internal operation), and the causes of poor 
interorganizational coordination are structural. 
If th is follows for the Social Security Administration and the SS I 
program, it would be necessary to alter the structural operations of 
the Social Security Administration if interorganizational collaboration 
and coordination we re to be success ful. The Social Security Administra­
tion, at the Federal level, would have to take an active role in d;rect­
ing the use of funds specifically for services relating to other agen­
cies. As it is now, local Social Security District Offices have a high 
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degree of autonomy and can, as was seen in Portland during the SSI Alert, 
choose to operate with an lIinternal orientation ll and thus avoid inter­
agency contacts. 
The vertical orientation of the Social Security Administration may 
account for the lack of incentive as well as the difficulties encountered 
in attempting to change the focus of the organization. While Armitage 
(1974) states that horizontal integration would mean clients could get 
a range of servi ces from one agency, rather than havi ng to go to severa 1 
agencies with no coordinated efforts, vertical integration/orientation 
t ends to be the predominant theme. 
Rosengren (1970) discusses a similar theme in what he calls the 
"client biography model." He states lithe internal structure and dynam­
ics of organizations are closely related to the manner by which organi­
zations intervene in the life course of their clients ••• 11 (Rosengren, 
1970:120) The theory briefly is that organizations may intervene in the 
life course of clients along two dimensions: the laterality of focus 
and the t ime span of involvement. Laterality may be specific or broad 
in focus, addressing either a problem of technical change or the whole 
person. The organization may attach itself to a person's life perman­
ently and follow the person longitudinally, or may intervene only for a 
short time span in a crisis. 
The Social Security Administration has always t ended to be nonlat­
eral and longitudinal -- identifying itself with the financial side of 
individual s until they die. The SSI program added the dimension of 
laterality -- to look at more than just the financial need of recipients. 
Stinchcombe (1965) posits the stronger the ties between an old or­
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ganization and the public it serves, the harder it is for the organiza­
t ion to establish a new program function. If this is so, this may ex­
plain resistance by the Social Secu rity Admin is t ration to become in­
volved wi t h a wel f are program. 
A nonlateral/longitudinal orientation helps to resolve both inter­
nal conflict and external contingencies. If an organization can develop 
a specific technology around which it can organize a rational and bureau­
crati c division of labor, the specific and long-termed orientation will 
be characterized by only exchange involvement at the member level but 
real commitment at the administrative level. Therefore, the organiza­
tion can anticipate "efficient but personally detached" work. This has 
surely been a hallmark of the Social Security Administration. 
Hence, because of the type of focus the Social Security Adminis­
tration has maintained regarding clientele, it was difficult (perhaps 
impossible) to change midstream and administer a program calling for 
attention to many needs of the individual. This is a significant find­
ing as other vertically-oriented organizations might be faced with under­
taking a similar program change that, too, would not be feasible. This 
area of organizational change should be investigated further as it devi­
ates from the traditional literature on conflict and coordination. 
Gummer (1975) and Armitage's (1974) arguments certainly pose pos­
sible answers to why the Social Security Administration has found it 
hard to become involved i n in te rorganizational relationships due to the 
implementation of SSI. Perhaps the guidelines for informati on and re­
ferral services are wrong; perhaps the Social Security Administration 
can yet begin collaboration with the service community to better serve 
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the elderly. Further research in this area would be of great interest, 
particularly if Social Security Administration personnel became the 
focus for future research. Their views about ideal and actual roles 
the Social Security Administration plays in the community might lend a 
broader pe rspect ive to understandi ng t he SST program and its r amifi ca­
tions within a total, service strategy for elderly Americans. 
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INTERVIEW FORMAT: _551 Coml!llill.lli Service System Survey 

Time and Date of Interview: 

Interviewe r: 

General Instructions: read questions in quotes verbatim. 11*11 indicates t ha tquestion is NOT to be read. 
I. GENERAL INFORMATION: (Ask all) 
1. a. Name of Org./Agency: _________ 
b. Name and position of informant: 
2. a. Primary purpose of Org./Agency: 
b. Role of informant in Org./Agency operations: 
3. a. How long has this Org./Agnecy been in operations? 
And, how long has this Org./Agency been providing services for older 
adults in this community? 'NOTE: If org./Agency is not a direct 
service provider, ask: IIHow long has this Org./Agency been operating 
in its present capacity in this community?") 
b. How long has informant been with Org./Agency? 
in present position? ____________________________________ _ 
4. a. Where does this Org./Agency get its clients? (i .e., outreach, refer ral ) 
-----------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
------------------
-2­
b. 	 "Are any of this Org./Agency's act ivi ties and/or services fo r older 
adults coordinated in any way with the activities and services for 
older adults sponsored by other organizations"? IF YES, HaW .... 
(List Below) : 
IF 	 NO, SKIP TO 5. 
PROBE: 	 What Org./Agencies are you r activities coordinated wi th and 
what activities or services do they provide for you or your 
clients? 
(List primary agencies) 
ORGAN IZATION/AGEN CY 	 ACTIVITY/SERVICE 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
I I . ORGANIZATION/AGENCY SERVICES AND STAFF (Ask Admini s trative Staff ONLY): 
5. a. "What kinds of services does (NAME OF ORGANIZATION/AGENCY) provide?" 
* INTERVIEWER: Check any that apply* (and go on to b.). 
SERVICES LIST: * l.L. V> 
........ W 
>- Cl 
~U"""" 
uz> 
wwo 
:::c c..!J 0:: 
uc::x:: 0.. 
SERVICE 
PROVIDERS 
Paid Staff Volunteers 
SERVIC E 
RECIPIENTS 
Total SSI 
a. Transportation 
b. Homema kers services 
I 
c. Minor home repairs 
d. Home visitations 
e. Counseling,1Y.Qg. 
f. Drop-in center 
g. Financial assistance 
' -------­
----------------------------------------- --------------
- 3 ­
L1.. V> 
1--4 W 
>- 0 
:::.L U 1--4 
uZ:> SERVICE SERV ICE 
wwo 
:::r:: t!) ~ PROVIDERS RECIPIENTS 
U c:( 0.. Pai d Staff Vol unteers Total 	 S5 ! 
h. Nutriti on 
i . Hen lth screening 
I 
j . Medical services 
k. Employment services 
1 . Hous ; ng program 
m. Educa t ional programs 
n. Information and Referral 
o. Other (specify): 
I 
I 
I 
_J 
*INTERVIEWER: May lead into this from discussion of staff and client s bel ow . 
b. 	 III wonder if you could tell me something abo ut the si ze of t hi s 
Org./Agency? By that I mean, HOW MANY PERSONS DOES YOUR AGE NCY 
SERVE? HOW MANY PEOPLE WORK HERE? and, WH AT IS YOUR OPERAT IN G 
BUDGET II ? 
PERSONS 	 SERVED: 
And of the __ persons served, how many are olde r ad ults ? 
OLDE R ADULTS SERVED? _______ ____._ _ _ 
GENERAL COMMENTS ON ORG./AGENCY SIZE : 
---------------------_._- ­
STAFF: 	 Number of paid staff: 
Number of volunteers: 
TOTAL Staff Size: 
----------------------------------------
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ADMI NISTRATIVE STAFF: Total: Number and Function of 
each, i.e., (1) Coordi nat or , (2 ) Adminis tra tors , etc. , Pa id or Volun­
teer? 
SERVICE STAFF: To t al : . (Number prov id i ng speci fi c 
services can be entered on SERVICES LIST.) General_ Comments: 
OPERATING BUDGET: $
------.---------------------------­
PROBE: Does this include match ing funds? _ _ _ ____ ___ . 
FU NDING SOURCE(S): 
III . OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS: 
6. 	 a. liThe Fede ral Government has recentl y impl emented a new i ncome ma i ntenance 
program called "SSI" or Suppl emental Securi ty Income. Have you ever 
heard of this program?" (IF NO, SK IP TO 9. ) 
( IF YES, ask when and how respondent fi r st heard of SST.) 
b. By your un de rstanding of what Suppl emental Securi ty Income Program is,II 
what is 551, and how is i t administered?" 
-5­
7. 	 a. "Have any of the older adults you (your agency) serves tried to get 
SS I bene f i t s"? 
IF 	 NO, SKIP TO 8. 
b. 	 PRO BE: Have you received any information about S5I problems or 
procedures f r om your older clients? 
c . 	 "Have you persona lly ever had to contact the Social Security District 
Off i ce regardin g the SS I program for an older client of yours"? IF YES, 
what was t he resu lt? 
IV. INF ORMANT' S ATTITUDE S ABOUT 55 1: 
8. 	 "In general, how wo uld you compare the SSI program with the old Old Age 
Assistance prog ram run by the We lfare Department"? (Have you noticed any 
di fferen ce? ) 
PROB E. 	 Do you t hink SSI gives an older person more prestige or status than 
OAA --- are there i ncreased feelings of being a contributing member 
of socie ty rather than a wlefare recipient? 
V. 	CONTACT WITH SSA: 
9. 	 a. 'I In you r role he re at (NAME OF ORGANIZATION/AGENCY) , do you have conta ct 
with the Soci al Security Administration Office"? 
--- - ,­
IF 	 NO, SKIP TO 10. 
b. 	 How of ten do you ha ve contact with the Social Security Administration 
_____ per ? 
---------------------------------------------
----------------------------------
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c. 	 Who usual ly initiaties this contact s your agency or the Social Security
Admin is trat ion? 
d. 	PROBE : Na ture of contact, respondent's attitude toward the Socia 
Security Administration, amount of time spent dealing with 
t he Social Security Administration, who contacts whom? 
e. How long ago did you begin dealing with the Social Security Administration? 
10. 	 "At abou t the time Supplemental Security Income was implemented in January l ' 
1974 , great effort was made to publicize the program. This effort was 
cal l ed the "ssr Alert." 
a. "Was your Org./Agency involved in SSI Alert"? 

IF YES, what did you do in SSI Alert? ______________ 

b. "Did the SSI Alert have any effect on your Org./Agency's relations with 
the Soc ial Security Administration ll ? IF YES, how? 
c . 	 IIIn general, how effective do you think the SSI Alert was i n drawing 
the Soci al Security Administration into the local social delivery 
system in this communityll? 
-----------------------------
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11. 	 a. "Have you noticed any change i n the frequency and/or purposes of your 
contacts with the Social Securi ty Administration since Supplemental 
Security Income was implemented in January, 1974"? _ _ _______ 
IF YES, PROBE: How has your contact with the Social Security Administration 
changed? 
VI. 	 INFORMANT'S ATTITUDES ABOUT SSA. 
12. 	 "Have you ever had occasion to talk with (other) Social Service providers 
about the role of the Social Security Administration in the local social 
service delivery system"? . IF NO) SKIP TO 13. 
PROBE: 	 What was the nature of the discussion? 
13. a. "What role do you see the Social Security Administration playing in 
providing help to older adults"? (Probe for more than financial 
but DON'T MENTION'1INFORMATION and REFERRALII) - might say 
1) merely income maintenance? _ ________________________________ __ 
2) provider of knowledge about se rvices? 
3) provider of direct service? 
b. "00 you think the Social Security Administration could be doing more to 
serve older adults in this community"? IF YES, HOW? 
-8­
c. 	 "00 you think that the Social Security Administration could (do more to) 
help your Org./Agency perform its functions"? . IF YES, HOW? 
IF NO, WHY NOT? 
VI I. 	TERMINATION 
14 . 	 "ls there anything that I haven1t asked that you feel is important 
regarding the impact of Supplemental Security Income or the role 
of the Social Security Administration in the human service delivery
system"? 
15. "Does your Org./Agency produce any written material about your programs 
(brochures, annual reports, etc.) that I might read or take with melt? 
* Any statistical reports regarding the number of clients served , their 
age, sex, etc. , that may be useful for our project? (Interviewers: 
Get copies i f possible; if not perhaps we may be able to review the 
material at a later date.) 
INTERVIEWER NOTE: 
* a. Ask initial administrative contact to identify direct service worker for 
interview, and specify that the interview will be similar to this one so 
could he suggest someone you might talk with. 
*b . 	 Make appointment with the service worker for interview if respondent 
is available. 
TIME 	 &DATE OF SCHEDULED"APPOINTMENT 
-9 
THANK YOU~ 	 IIWe might like to talk with you (or someone from your organization) 
again in the future as our project develops," (and thank them for 
their cooperation and time). 
TIME INTERVIEW ENDED: 
